
WHOLE 
GROUP 
READING

Teacher models exactly what the 
students will do using the mentor text 

Think aloud- precise language related 
to targeted skill 

Use an anchor chart to show thinking 
and teach vocabulary as it is 
encountered in the text 

Break down steps consistently

I Do

The text selected supports the objective for the 
comprehension lesson 

 
Flag the text, pre-mark the book for stopping and 

thinking points. 
 

Prepare anchor chart and post. 

Before the Lesson

Lesson introduction- LO is clear and 
aligned- explain the rationale behind 
the strategy 

Hook readers to the text and introduce 
or define the reading skill or strategy 

If continuing a book or story from 
previous day- summarize previous 
day's reading

Introduction 5-15 
min

We Do

Continue to
think aloud 

 

Ask targeted
questions to build to

that objective 

Utilize turn and talk
for critical thinking

questions 

5-10 
min

You Do
Make a clear connections to the skill that was just presented and practiced 
(during read aloud) 
Give clear directions for independent practice: reading task (plus a writing task 
for grades 1-4) 
For grades 2-4, consider using a separate text for students to apply the skills 
(articles, texts, excerpts) 
Monitor to check for understanding and make adjustments when necessary 
(move around and aggressively monitor to observe work) 

15-20 
min

3-5 
min



Demonstration of learning is clear, understandable, and rigorous
Can be completed in 5-10 minutes
Measures student mastery relative to standards of the posted objective
Teacher uses All in Learning to collect DOL data
DOL's are aligned to STAAR question stems and use the language of 
testing.
Teacher uses the data to further guide instruction 

Assess understanding 5-10 
min

Big Ideas
Students will get the most out of the strategy lesson when they understand 
why the strategy matters.
Try to choose texts for a group that are around half a grade level higher than 
the students' independent reading level.
Use curriculum calendars for planning genre and grade level SE skill for the 
targeted whole group lesson. 
It is vital to define the reading skill in precise, student-friendly language.
Don't double model a skill. Your students' time is better spent practicing it. 
Comprehension instruction lets your students practice the basics before they 
try them independently. 


